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SCOPE NOTE 

This Special Natio nal Inte lligence Estimate re , ·iews the degree to 
'' hic h W este rn trade . technology, and energy re lationships have assist
ed-and ca n in the future assist-the USSR to inc rease its military 

st rength and impose unwanted burdens on the Western nations. The 

Estimate also assesses the potential impact on the USS R of the following 
courses of ac tio n: 

- A stre ngthe nin g of COCOM to assure th a t militaril y sensitive 
techno logr is \\'ithheld from the Soviets. 

- :\ \'oid~rncr of g3s impo rts bv the Europeans berond th e imports 
alrradr agrred to as part of the Soviet export pipeline project. 

- .-\n embargo 011 some energy equipme nt and technology. 

- .-\n e nd to subsidized c red its. 

- - .. 
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KEY JUDGMENTS 

I Th<> USSH has used imports from the W est to e nhance it s 

m ilitar r capabilities: 

- lh obtaining goods and technology, legally and illegall y, tha t 
contribute directly to the' production a nd technical sophistica
tion of weapon systems. 

- Br r xpa 11ding the base of industries of particul ar im porta nce to 
mil it;.H} production. 

- ;\ncl . more generally, by easing economic proble ms. the rebr 
reel uci ng the burden of defe nse. ' 

:2 The ra pid inc rease in Sovie t import s from the West in the 1970s 
"a made possible br large windfall ga ins in expert ea rnings due to the 
surge in oil prices and the willingness of W estern countries to provide 
large credits. most of which were government guara nteed . The USSR is 
e ncountering growing economic diffi culties, whic h will make it more 
di ffic ult for Moscow to increase its im parts from the West in the future. 
The outlook for most Soviet exports, including oil . is not favorable, and 
W este rn banks are unwilling to extend new long-te rm credits without 
gove rnment guarantees. 

J. Only the increase in gas exports th rough the Sibe ria - to-Weste rn 
Europe pipeline will prevent a marked decline in Sovie t hard curre ncy 
im ports in the 1980s. The USSR almost certainl y will be able to m eet 
scheduled deliveries of gas through the pipe line without diverting Sov ie t 
eQuipme nt from domestic uses. Enough equipment has already been 
de li vered, or soon will be, to enable the USSR to meet likely West 
European demand for gas until the late 1980s. By then, Moscow will 
probably be able to produce enough modern turbines and compresso rs 
to bring the line to full capacity, or will have found new sources of 
equipment for any it may have lost as a result of US actions. Meeting 
gas delivery commitments and becoming self-sufficient in turbines and 
compressors will impose costs on the Soviets in ineffic iencies and shifts 
in resources and effort. 

~ ·-- .... 
4 . While gas exports are the most promising future source of hard 

currency, oil exports still account for some 50 perce nt of Soviet export 
ea rnings, and it is important for Moscow to minimize their future 



decline. The LSSH de pends 0 11 tliC' \\'est for spt'ciali zed oi l exploration, 
drilling, pumping. and proct'ssing eq ui pment. :\ s its deposits of high
qualitr. acn·ssible oil ;m ' cl e:> plt'l ed . tlw Sm ·iets are turning to more 
remote oil and ~as fi t·lds and more costl y t'\l)loita ti on techniques. But 
they lag badly behind the \\' e:>5t in the necessa ry technology. Without 
any access to \Vcstern eQuipnwnt. the ad verse impact on Soviet oil 
production could be as high as 10 percent of output by 1990. 

5. Moscow's best hope of improving its strained hard currency 
position in the longer run is to secure the cooperation of Western 
Europe in building large ne" l)ipelines for the delivery of additional 
natural gas in the late 1980s or in the 1990s. \\·' ith enormous gas reserves 
and a powerful incent ive to ea rn more hard currency, Moscow is 
prepared to sell as much gas as the \\ 'est Europeans will accept. There is 
potential unco\·e red gas demand in \\'este rn Europe to fill not only the 
Sibe ria-to-\\'este rn Europe pipeline now being built, but also a second 
and third strand during the 1990s. Development of these large gas 
projects currently reQui res \\'estern l)ipe, eQuipment, and credit and 
markets as part of a package dea l. alt hough Soviet need for these 
Western products will diminish as ~Iosco\\' develops its domestic gas 
eQuipment industry. Alte rnative sources of gas exist, notably in the 
Norwegian sector of the North Sea and in North Africa, although they 
are in general rela tivel y costly and some are considered insecure. 

6. It will be difficult to enlist Allied cooperation in restricting 
trade with the USSR. Beyond economic incentives, there are DOlitical 
considerations that fuel the \\'est Europeans' reluctance to accept 
restrictions on trade and credi ts to the USSR. These include: 

- Their desire to restore the detente climate in Europe and to 
avoid exacerbating East -West stra ins. 

- Their desire to maintain access to Eastern Europe. 

- Their belief that economic and other ties with the USSR will in-
fluence Soviet behavior. 

These DOlitical considerations, combined with the economic incentive, 
continue to limit West Europea n cooperation with the United States in 
restricting East-West trade. 

7. The crux of the problem lies in developing with the ·West 
European countries a common understanding of the strategic implica-- .-tions of East-West tratle. Such an understanding has been notably 
absent, but the chances of achieving it may be better now that the West 
Europeans are becoming more aware of the issues and the depth of US 
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concern. :\II iccl leaders ha\'(> asserted that they wi II not co11d uct 
economic warfare a[!ainst the Soviet l 1nion. nut adequate anah sis and 
discussion ca 11 lead to a common conclusion: 

in: 

- That dt•ficicrn: ics in st•t·urity policies among the \\ 'estt•rn :\llit•s 
ha\'t~ rl'sultl'd in St)\'it>t acquisition of militarih importa11t 
technology, financial subsidies. and. potentially_ an important 
role in Western Europe's energy supply. 

- That taking steps to withhold these benefits is merely prudent 
security policy which Alli~ owe to each other, and can be seen 
as self-protection rather than economic warfare. 

8. Accordingly, Western countries might be willing to cooperate 

- Developing and implementing broader and tighter COCOtvt 
restrict ions. 

- Agreeing to stricter limits on the terms and volume of govern
me nt-supported credits. 

- Oe \'e loping other energy sources as an alternative to additional 
So\'iet pipelines. 

9. Making Western military-related technology, subsidized credit, 
and locked-in gas markets available helps the Soviet military buildup. 
Western governments would then be under increased pressure to raise 
defense costs. a move that requires heavy taxes, sometimes leads to 
deficit spending, and contributes to inflation and high interest rates. 
The United States is now committing some 6 percent of its economic ef
fort and the Europea n Allies some 4 percent of theirs to def end against 
a Soviet military threat that consumes 14 percent or more of their GNP. 
At the same time Western leaders are asking their citizens to carry a 
heavy defense burden they are pursuing policies that help the Soviets 
maintain a threat that adds to this burden. 

10. This Estimate includes analysis of the potential impact of 
Western actions, including actions by Western Europe and Japan , on 
Soviet economic and military programs: 

- The reduced availability of hard currency and energy would 
make more difficult the decisions Moscow must make among 
key pri(.:>rities in the 1980s-sustaining growth in military 
p~rams, feeding .. the population, modernizing the civilian 
economy, supporting its East European clients, and expanding 
(or maintaining) its overseas involvements. 



- Eliminating interest subsidies-less than S500 million a year. 

In the long run, tighter COCOM restrictions on militarily sensitive 
technology (including technology and eQuipment that indirectly con
tributes to significant improveme nts in weapon systems) would perhaps 
be the most valuable action for the West. Such action would retard 
major improvements in Soviet weaponry, which the West would be 
forced to counter. While the dollar value of such action is difficult to es
timate, the savings in terms of Western spending for defense annually 
would probably come to billions oJ dollars. 

12. Moscow has the means to react to Western pressure by giving 
defense needs an even greater priority than at present and by pursuing 
a more truculent foreign policy. The Soviets meet their fundamental 
military requirements from their own large industrial base. Military 
programs, moreover, have great momentum and political support; they 
would n~t easily be scaled back, although the rate of modernization 
could be slowed. Even so, Moscow could not escape the reality that its 
basic choices between military and economic programs would become 
more difficult, at a time when a change in leadership might also make 
those choices less predictable. 

- -
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DISCUSSION 

I. THE SOVIET ECONOMY: 

THE TIME OF TROUBLES 

l . The USSR is encounterin1 increasin1ly severe 
and fundamental economic diHiculties. Its rate of 
economic growth has slowed to less than 2 percent and 
the chances of any substantial improvement are slim. 
The causes of this slowdown are basically homegrown. 
Some of these-a drastic reduction in the 1rowth of 
population of working age and the incrusing diffi
cu lt y of extracting and transportin1 energy and other 
resources-were inevitable. Other causes of the slow
down . however. appear to have their roots in the 
So\ iet bureaucratic, command-type system, which 
seems to e ncounter great difficulty in coping with the 
increasingly sophisticated problems of a modern econ
om y, and in the negative reaction of Soviet workers to 
what they consider a weakenin1 of their standard of 
living and inadequate rewards for hard work and 
initiative within the system. 

2. Although major systemic reforms could improve 
Soviet economic performance, at least in the long 
term, none are in the offing because Soviet leaders and 
part y funct ionaries are unwilling to take any chances 
with an erosion of their political power and bureau
cratic control. Events in Poland have reinforced this 
fear. Reform attempts have basically taken the form of 
bureaucratic reorganizations that put new clothes on 
old problems. Any substantial political chan1e after 
Brezhnev is more likely to be in the direction of 
tightening controls and labor discipline than toward 
liberalization. 

3. The slowdown in Soviet economic 1rowth has 
been characterized by a dramatic decline in the 
productivity of investment and a much slower growth 
of labor productivity. Moreover, with some important 
sectors and industries, notably st~I and grain, actually 
experiencing an absolute decline in output, major 
shortages have develoJDf.,...GJven an unwillinaness to 
undertake major economic reforms, the So\iiet leader
ship has used imports from the West to ease its 
problems and will continue to do so. 

II. THE ROLE OF EAST-WEST TRADE 

A. East-West Economic Interaction 

4. Throughout its history the USSR has exploited 

economic interaction with the West both legally and 
illegally to expand its economic base, raise the techno
logical level of its industry, relieve industrial bottle
necks, increase domestic food supplies, improve its 
military capability, and lessen the burden of defense. 

This exploitation reached its zenith in the 1970s as 
Soviet postwar productivity gains slowed and Moscow 
increasingly turned to the West for equipment and 

technologr to spur its industry, and for grain to off set 
shortfalls in its inefficient farm sector. For its part. the 

West encouraged expansion of East-West trade by 
loosening export controls and expanding the availabil
ity of credit, often at subsidized interest rates. More
over, the Soviets supplemented legal trade acquisitions 
of Western goods with a well-organized and centrally 
directed clandestine acquisitions program. The Soviet 
intelligence services and their East European surro
gates played a major role in acquiring US and other 
Western military technology, embargoed equipment , 
and manufacturing technology for Soviet m ilitary and 
defense industrial needs.• 

8 . Profile of Soviet Trade 

5. During the 1970s the value of Soviet hard cur
rency imports from the West increased more than 
ninefold in current prices (see fi1ure 1) and more than 
tripled in constant prices. Although still small in 
relation to 1ross national product (less than 4 to S 
percent of GNP). Soviet hard currency imports
especially machinery, ferrous metals, and foodstuffs
have played a critical role in many high-priority 
industrial, agricultural. and military programs, includ
ing those for raising energy production and meat 

' For a description of this activity and its contribution to Soviet 

acquisition of Western technoloev. see NI llM 82-10006, T/w 
T«linolon Acquumon f./lorti of 1/w Soviet lnulllfnla Sttoicu, 
June 1982 (S NF NC OC~ 

se/.er 



Figure 1 
USSR: Hard Currency Imports. by Type 
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,,,m11111nt1on and improving missile performance. 
'"'~'·o" ·s audit) to sustain growing imp<>rts of West
,.r11 ca1ntal goods and foodstuffs was boosted sharpl y 
I" the runup in prices for oil and gold-two key 
,,,11rc<'S of foreign exchange {see figure 2)---and a 
111:r!o!<'0111ng market in the Third World for Soviet 
.ir:11s. the USSR's highest quality manufact1.,~ed goods. 
:_..; iurred b)· overtures from Western businessmen hop
ing to sell equipment and technology from underuti
liz~ capital goods industries, Moscow successfully 
ne-gotiated a series of buyback deals with the West\ 
111\'olving purchases of Western plant and equipment 
financed at favorable rates and long-term maturities. 
.\ s payment for the equipment, Moscow was to sell 
r.iw materials and semimanufactures at prices that 
generally reflected rising rates of inflation. 

C . Soviet Goins From Trade 

6 . (mp<>rts from the West have contributed in a 
number of i~p<>rtant ways to Soviet economic 
capabilities:1 

- In the 1970s, imp<>rted chemical equipment, 
accounting for about one-third of all West
ern machinery purchased by the Soviets, 
was largely responsible for doubling the 
output of ammonia, nitrogen fertilizer, and 
plastics and for tripling synthetic fiber 
production. 

- The Soviets could never have accomplished 
their ambitious 15-year program of modern
ization and expansion in the motor vehicle 
industry without Western help. The Fiat
equipped VAZ plant, for example, produced 
one-half of all Soviet passenger cars when it 
came fully on stream in 1975; and the Kama 
River truck plant, which is based almost 
exclusively on Western equipment and tech
nology, now supplies nearly 50 percent of 
Soviet output of heavy trucks. 

- Grain imp<>rts have averaeed about 25 mil
lion tons per year since 1975. Without West
ern grain, Soviet meat consumption would 
have increased less in the early 1970s, and 

' For a more extensive AITT'eY ~~pi"' - CIA ln~licence 
Assessment SOY 8Z.100ll, SoWf £conomlc ~ °" tlw 
Werl (Appendi1), January 1982 (S NF NC). 

the fall in per capita co11su 111pt1u11 uf rnC'Jt 111 

the late 1970s would ha ' c been fJr " orsc 

- Large com puter systems and minicompute rs 
of Western origin have been imported in 
large numbers-1.300 systems since 1972-
because they (a) have capabilit ies that the 
Soviets cannot match, (b) use complex soft
ware that the Soviets have not developed, 
and (c) of ten are backed up by expert 

training and supp<>rt that the Soviets cannot 
duplicate. 

- Because of Soviet deficiencies in drill bits, 
pumps, and pipeline equipment . the USSR 

bought about $5 billion worth of oil and gas 
equipment alone in the 1970s, but these 
purchases have, now largely ceased. Sub
mersible pumps purchased from the United 
States, for example, may have added as 
much as 2 million barrels a day of capacity 

to Soviet oil production in recent years. 
Similarly, the Soviet offshore exploration 

effort would not be nearly as far along as it 
is without access to Western equipment and 
know-how. Meanwhile, West Germany and 
Japan have provided most of the large
diameter pipe needed for gas pipeline 
construction. 

0 . Consequences for Soviet Military Power 

1. Direct Benefit1 to Militar11 Weavon S11stem1. 
Acquisition of goods and technology from the West , 
either by legal or illegal means, enhances Soviet 
military programs in two principal ways: by making 
available specific technologies that permit improve
ments in weapon and military supp<>rt systems and the 
efficiency of military and civilian production technol
ogy and by providing economic gains from trade that 
relieve bottlenecks and improve the efficiency of the 
economy and thereby reduce the burden of defense. 
Soviet military p<>wer is based fundamentally on the 
large size and diversity of the Soviet economy and the 
breadth of the Soviet technical and scientific base, on 
Soviet success in acquiring sophisticated technology in 
the West, and on the long.standing preferred status of 
the military sector. 



8. It has onh· been through an e'traordinary alloca
tion of resources to defense that the Soviets have 
attained their present military power Soviet weapons 
are designed to minimize the require ments for tech
nologies in which the USSR is deficient . but the Soviets 
have turned to lettal and illegal acquisitions of Western 
technologies to make up for domestic shortcomings. 

9. The Soviet armed forces are being modernized in 
nearly every category of weapon system. Soviet mili · 
tary hardware, which was at one time distiniJUished 
for its rugged simplicity, has been Qualitatively im· 
proved until it is in some instances the technological 
equal of-if not superior to-military hardware pro
duced in the West. Without Western technology, 
modernization and qualitative improvement of Soviet 
military equipment would have proceeded at a slower 

pace. 

10. Through the acquisitions of Western technology 
and hardware, the Soviets have been able to satisfy 
certain R & D and production objectives: 

- The reduction of engineering risk by following or 
copying proven Western designs. 

- The reduction of R&D time by several years 
through the use of Western designs and technol
ogy and equipment. 

- The incorporation of countermeasures early in 
the Soviet weapon development process. 

In addition, the Soviets have been able to upgrade 
critical industrial sectors such as computers, microelec
tronics, and metallurgy, as well as to modernize 
Warsaw Pact industrial manufacturing capabilities. 
This has also helped to limit the rise in military 

production costs. 

11. The Soviets commonly acquire even directly 
military-related hardware under COCOM license, os· 
tensibly for commercial purposes. For example, ad
vanced acoustic signal analyzers, legally purchased 
from Denmark in the middle 1970s, if used on the 
Soviets' own submariOCS: could significantly upgrade .. 
their tactical passive sonar capability to detect and 
classify Western submarines. In addition, two huge 
floating drydocks purchased from the West for civilian 
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use have been diverted to strategic and tactical naval 
shipbuild ing and repair. 

. 12. Legal purchases of Western machinery, equip
ment . and manufacturing technologies have found a 
wide range of applications in Soviet weapons produc
tion. (See inset below.) 

Soviet Military Uses of legal Imports 

- US-orisin cear-cuttin1 machines were wed to 
produce military trucks, wheeled armored vehi· 
cles, and components for missile transporten. 

- Western sear-cuttin1 machines were wed in the 
development of the latest Soviet military heavy. 
lift helicopter. the Ml-26. 

- Hich-technolocy automatic lathes, millinc ma· 
chines, and other machine tools from Sweden and 
West Germany and two larce rollinc mills, one 
Japanese and one West German, are probably 
wed in the construction of titanium hulls for the 
A-class nuclear attack submarine, the world·s 
fastest and deepest divine submarine. 

- US-origin crindins machines were wed in manu
facturins small, hich-precision bearincs suitable 
for ballistic missile cuidance operation. 

- An electron beam drillinc device of West Ger· 
man oricin was uJed to improve the Quality of 
Soviet turbine blades. 

- Austrian-oricin hot and cold rotary forces (some 
26 in all) were uJed to produce artillery tubes and 
small-arms barrels. 

- US blind rivetins and French aerospace welding 
technolocy equipment was uJed to produce ad
vanced Soviet interceptor aircraft. 

- Western tuncsten arc welden were wed to fabri
cate armor plate for Soviet tanks. 

- US technoloey aCQuired for the Cheboksary trac
tor plant was used to make a new 12-cylinder 
tank encine. 

13. The Soviets have historically relied on clandes
tine acquisitions of forei&n technolosy to provide some 
of the most critical inputs needed in the development 
of their weapon systems. (See inset on next page. 

Although they pay high premiums for illegal impo 
the total value is small relative to total hard curre 
imports of $30 billion. 
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Soviet Military Uses of Illegal Imports 

- Informat ion on the t.;S Rl'dl're shoulder-fired 
surf ace·to-a1r missile facd1 tatcd the development 
of th<' S<i' ict S:\ ·1 During tl1t• prototnX' con
struction of thr SA-i . l><'arings acquirt'<I from 
Japan wert• uS('d l)('ndrni; the suhseQ11ent develop
ment of 1nd1gcnous l>earmgs of suitable quality. 

- In the mid-1960s the So'"iets copied the Teus 
Instruments i .I()() series monolithic intearated cir
cuit (IC) lo produce the series 155 (Loiika 2) IC. 
This IC was then used lo develop the ES-1030 
computer. whose design and architecture were • 
copied from the 113M -360/ 40. The ES-1030 has 
been used in a number of military applications. 

- Materials acquired on the US TACAN navigation 
system were adapted for use in the MIG-25 
Foxbat navigation system. 

- Data acquired on the US C-5 transport have 
app;irenth· been used 111 the development of the 
new AN- ~00 hea vy transpart under development 
at the .-\ntonov Design flurcau in Kiev. 

14. Other Benefits to Militar11 Proerams. West
ern technology and equipment also enable the Soviets 
to improve industries that indirectly support weapon 
developments. Even though the defense industrial 
ministries perform the bulk of weapons development 
and production. they rely on the nondefense industries 
to supply specific products such as missile-handling 
equipment, and to supply most of the basic tools of 
weapons development and production-machine 
tools. sensors. and computer software. Because most 
defense industries also produce for the civilian econo
my, imports of Western machinery for the civilian 
sector also help to prevent greater encroachment of 
civilian requirements on defense production facilities. 

15. Traditionally the Soviets have lagged behind the 
West in their ability to produce modern electronic 
devices-more so perhaps than in any other area of 
military technology. In particular, they have not been 
able to produce the highly sophisticated precuion 
equipment they have needed in volume, and their 
R&D methods are too ponderous and react too slowly 
to stay current in a technology that moves with 
expressway speed. 

16. As a result. the Sovieis t.i~dertook a majck effort 
in the early 1970s to obtain Western equipment for 
the manufacture of integrated circuits. They have now 
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acquired several hundred million dollars' worth of 
machinery that. if combined. would enable them to 
equip 16 to 20 medium·size production lines capable 
o( producing advanced devices. including large-scale 
integrated circuitrr \\'ith sufficient capacit y to meet 
all current So" iet militar r reQ11irements. This produc· 
tion base is L:nown to be used to support development 
of military equipment such as strategic missiles. anti
ballistic missile systems. sensors and weapons for anti
submarine warfare. and computers for military appli
cations. It is also a key technological capability for 
continued advances in Soviet military electronics. 

17. Western manufacturing technologies have 
helped the USSR produce materials with critical mili
tary applications. especially in metallurgy. A US firm 
built a turnkey plant to produce rocL:-drill bits that 
included extensive tungsten-based powder metallurgy 
technology. The US equipment and expertise provided 
have enhanced the Soviets' ability to make the tung
sten powders needed to produce new and more lethal 
tungsten-alloy penetrators for their kinetic-energy, 
antitank projectiles. Sweden. Japan, and West Germa
ny also have sold the Soviets powder metallurgy 
pressing technology similar to that used by Western 
manufacturers to make tungsten-alloy penetrators. 
The French firm Creusot-Loire is helping to build a 
massive steel plant in Novolipetsk, which will produce 
about 7 million tons of specialty steel when operating 
at full capacity in 1986. Much of the plant's output 
will be electroslag and vacuum-arc remelt steels of the 
kind used in submarine hulls, artillery tubes, and tank 
armor. 

E. The Hord Currency Squeeze 

18. At a time when Soviet economic difficulties are 
growing, the USSR's hard currency earnings are de
clininc. In the past few years, Moscow has used its 
hard currency earnings primarily to buy the goods 
necessary to cover major domestic shortages. As a 
result of four bad grain crops in succession, food 
imports have risen to about $12 billion, or about 40 
percent of total hard currency imports, reflecting the 
high priority the Soviet Government gives to at least 
maintaining supplies of major foods in the consumer 
market. There has also been a large expansion of steel 
imports, especially large-diameter pipe and special 
steels, because the Soviet steel indwtry lacks the 



diversity to support all the major Soviet economic and 
military programs. These priority needs for ha rd 
currency imports have SQueezed Soviet imports of 
Western machinery and equipment, which have fallen 
by about -40 percent in constant prices since 1977. with 
most of the decline having occurred in the past two 

years. 

19. During the past 18 months or so, the USSR has 
experienced a severe foreign exchange SQueeze as a 
result of a soft oil market, low prices for other Soviet 
export commodities, and unexpected expenditures on 
imported grain and on aid to Poland. Although the 
cyclical causes of this deterioration are only tempo
rary, the longer term outlook for a rise in Soviet hard 
currency earnings in the 1980s is poor. Unlike the 
1970s, when enormous oil price increases financed the 
bulk of the threefold increase in the volume of Soviet 
hard currency imports, the outlook for oil prices for at ' 
least several years in the 1980s is for a decline in real 
terms, if not in nominal terms. At the same time, the 
volume of Soviet oil exports is likely to be squeezed by 
at least slow growth in domestic consumption coupled 
with stagnant or declining production. Market condi
tions for most other Soviet exports do not look very 
promising either. In contrast to the 1970s, therefore, 
likely market conditions in the 1980s point to a decline 
in the purchasing power of Soviet hard currency 
exports. (See inset below.) 

Prospects for Mojor Hord Currency Exports 

- The increase in ps exports now in train will 
essentially constitute an offset to the likely de
cline in oil exports. 

- The dramatic decline of oil revenues of Middle 
East producers such as Libya makes it unlikely 
that some major Soviet arms clients will be able to 
continue payi"' in hard currency. 

- Exports of timber and wood products are 
squeezed between risin1 domestic consumption 
and the risinc COits of eaploitinc timber in in
creasincly remote areas. 

- Exports of minerals (platinum-1roup metals, nick· 
el, copper, aluminum, chromite, manpnese, dia
monds. lead, and zinc) present a mixed picture-
some trendinl up, others down. 

- Exports of Soviet manufacturers are not find ina 
ready acceptance i~ Western markets, and Mos
cow has notmad·e-the lar1e invest.-ent required 
in quality control and marketinc to make rapid 
procress. 

·--·~, 

20. Role of Western Credit. Western credits to the 
USSR. often government guaranteed, have been an 
important factor in the rise in Soviet imports. Since the 
USS R began large purchases of Western technology in 
the earh 1970s. \foscow has used official and official
h· bac ked c redits to finance one-third of its imports of 
plant. equipment. and large-diameter pipe from the 
West. Annual Soviet drawings on government-backed 
c redits jumped from an average of $475 million in 

1971·73 to nearly $2 bill ion by 1975, but have held at 
$2.5 billion per ~'ear since 1978. The volume of new 
commitments fell from a peak of nearly $4 billion in 
1975 to less than $2 billion by 1980, reflecting f.alling 
Soviet orders for Western machinery and equipment. 

21 . The combination of rising debt service pay
ments and level drawings has steadily reduced the net 
resou rce inflo,~ to the USSR on official credits from a 
maximum of $1.2 b illion in 1976; by 1980-81 there 

was a small net outflow from the USSR as debt service 
exceeded drawings. 

22. Subsidized interest rates and lengthy maturities 
on most go\'ernment-backed credits have helped Mos
cow conserve some scarce hard currency. Interest rate 
subsidies on new official loans reached a record level 
in 1981-on the order of $300-400 million-as com
mercial rates in most Western countries averaged 5 
percentage Points more than those charsed on official 
loans. Last October's increase in the OECD interest 
rate guidelines and a possible reclassification of the 
USSR into the " rich country" category will reduce the 
subsidy. but only slowly. 

23. In 1977-80, contracts for sales of lar1e-diameter 
pipe and chemical plants were the primary beneficia
ries of government-backed financin1 (see table l). Pipe 
contracts backed by official financing totaled at least 
$2.5 billion, and approximately $300-500 million in 
contracts for other energy-related equipment also 
received official guarantees or credits. Officially guar
anteed credits covered $3 billion in contracts for 
complete plants; two-thirds of these commitments 
were for chemical plants, with the remainder 1oinc 
mostly for steel mills ($170 million), aluminum plants 
($150 million). and factories for· machinery and con
sumer 1oods ($690 million togetheri OECD data 
report some $3 billion in official credit commitments 
for machine tools and other plant and equipment in 
1977-80. Small amounts of credits have financed 
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Table l 

O((icial Credit Commitments to the USSR in 1977-80, by Industrial Sector. 
(million US dollars) 

West United 
Total Canada wrmany France Italy• Kin1dom Japan ' 

Tocal 8,992 208 2.673 2.683 175 72.8 1.450 
C-ompkte plants 2.993 718 I.UM 423 300 

Steel 168 44 124 

Chemical 1.900 432 790 363 300 
Hvdro and thermal power 44 37 7 
Wood. pulp, and paper 33 
Aluminum, copper, and t ine 162 162 
Other 686 205 101 60 

Machinery and equipment 3.077 200 741 981 775 305 
Ships 32 

Telecommunications 87 87 
Road vehicles 2 2 
O il a nd 1as equipment 305 6 299 
Pipe 2.496 1.214 132 1.150 

• Value or contracts supported by oHicial c redits with an ori1inal maturity of more than five yean. 
• Presumably includes credits for pipe e&ports. 
< OECD reports for all countries e&cept Japan. Data for Japan are based on announcemenu o( credits backinc specific contracts. 

orders for telecommunications equipment, ships, and 
earthmoving vehicles. 

24. France and Italy probably provide more than 
half of the interest rate subsidies. In 198 1, as a result of 
these subsidies, the Soviets saved an estimated $150 
million in interest payments to France and $110 
million in interest payments to Italy-or some 15 to 20 
percent of the value of the machinery exports of these 
countries to the USSR. lf all official debt had been 
contracted at commercial rates, the Soviets would have 
had to pay $35 million more to the United Kingdom 
and perhaps $20 million more to Japan. Any West 
German subsidy was undoubtedly quite small because 
only l to 3 percent of exports to the USSR have been 
financed through West Germany's AKA rediscount 
facility. When the Soviets demand interest rates below 
market levels on Hermes-guaranteed credits, the Ger· 
man exporter usually covers the financing cost by 
charging higher prices. There is, however, an implicit 
subsidy involved in providing government guarantees 
for private credits-namely, the interest premium the 
private lenders would -MQutre if there rere no 
guarantee. 

25. More recently, however, Moscow has had to 
recognize that it cannot count on a large increase in 
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Western credits to expand its hard currency imports. 
Although the Soviet hard currency position is still 
relatively strong (the debt service rat io is only about 17 
percent), the prospective stagnation in export volume 
means that any attempt to achieve a substantial 
increase in imports would quickly push up hard 
currency debt to an unacceptable level. Indeed. a 
large inflow of Western capital would be required just 
to maintain the current volume of imports, and this 
would result in a doubling of debt by 1985 and a 
quadrupling by 1990. The debt service ratio would 
approach 30 percent by 1985-a level high enough to 
cause concern in financial circles-and reach danger· 
ous proportions ( "5 percent) by 1990. 

26. lmplicatioru of Hard CurrenC11 Squeeu. 
Even a moderate fall in hard currency imports could 
greatly complicate Soviet economic problems and 
make allocation decisions more painful. Large agricul
tural imports are essential to the growth of meat 
consumption even in normal crop years. Expansion of 
gas consumption and exports requires massive pur
chases of Western larse-diameter pipe. Large imports 
of metals and chemicals are an integral part of Soviet 
economic plans. Orden of Western machinery and 
equipment have already been sharply curtailed; fur-



ther cuts would certainly impinge on priority pro
grams in steel. transportation. agriculture. and heavy 

machint" building. 

Ill. OIL AND GAS: 
FUTURE KEY TO IMPORTS 

27. If Moscow is to avoid a severe squeeze on its 
hard currency import capacity, with painful repercus
sions in the economy, it must find new ways of 
increasing its exports to the West. This means dev.elop
ing new capacity as well as finding new markets. By 
far the most promising potential for export expansion 
is in the massive resources of West Siberian natural 
gas. Proved reserves of Siberian gas are ample to cover 
any likely increase in total energy consumption in the 
USSR during the 1980s and 1990s as well as a large 
expansion in gas exports to the West. Although trans
port costs are high, production costs of Soviet gas are 
low . and the USSR is willing to accept a low rate of 
return on natural ps investment, making it likely that 
Soviet gas can continue to be offered to Western 
Europe at prices lower than those of most alternative 
sources. Moreover, while gas exports are the only 
promising future source of hard currency, oil exparts 
still account for some 50 percent of Soviet expart 
earnings, and it is important for Moscow to minimize 
their future decline. An important factor affecting 
future oil production and exports will be the degree of 
access to Western oil equipment and technology. 

28. The dispute over the pipeline has occupied 
much of the policy discussion of East-West interaction 
within the Western Alliance, partly because it involves 
both palitical and strategic considerations-US " politi
cal' ' export controls affect the pipeline, which the 
United States also opposes for "strategic" reasons. 
Some perspective on Soviet energy developments, 
problems. and prospects is necessary for an under
standing of the potential impact of Western actions. 

A. The Soviet Energy Problem 

29. Moscow is encounterinc rapidly rising costs in 
the production and distribution of oil and coal: 

- The USSR is runninc a race between declining 
oil productiOnin 'its ·older fields aad increasing 
development of new ones. Requirements for 
drillinc and fluid lift are rising rapidly, and 
the Soviets are moving to develop offshore 

deposits and introduce more sophisticated re
covery techniQ ues to prevent a decline in oil 
output . 

- The coal industr r is suffering from mine de
pletion. increasing mine depths. rC'duced seam 
thickness. and declining heat value per unit of 
raw coal produced. Although the USSR pos

sesses enormous coal reserves in Siberia, the 
Soviets are ill prepared to exploit them-a 
result of neglecting the coal industry since the 
late 1960s, when Soviet palicy put increasing 
emphasis on development of oil. Thus, devel
opment of coal deposits east of the Urals is now 
constrained by lack of progress on coal enrich
ment technology, unresolved technical prob
lems relating to transmission of electricity pro
duced at mine-mouth pawe r stations. and lack 
of sufficiently developed transportation capac
ity in the east. 

·~ 

- By 1990, gas will be the largest single source of 
Soviet energy, with production at roughly 700 
billion cubic meters-the equivalent of 11.6 , · 
million barrels a day (b/d) of oil. Reaching this 
level, however, will be a costly undertaki 
because it will require large amounts of West 
ern pipe and equipment. The Soviets are 
building an unprecedented six major 56-inch 
(l,420-millimeter) trunklines from Siberia- ;, 
each one a larger undertaking than the Alu-' ': 
kan oil pipeline-even though labor and 
equipment are already stretched thin. The 
massive outlays for pipeline construction, and 
provision of needed infrastructure-such as 
roads, all-weather parts, and electric power 
facilities-will strain Soviet investment 
resources. 

30. In contrast to the West, the Soviet record on 
energy consumption has been abysmal. Soviet enertY 
consumption has continued to grow more rapidly than ~·< 
gross national product (see figure 3). If the relationship ~ 
between energy consumption and GNP in the USSR 
had followed the trend in the "Big Seven" since 1973, 
the USSR's annual consumption of energy would be 
roughly 5 million b/ d oil equivalent lower than it was' 
in 1980. 

31. A major reason why conservation gains 
difficult in the USSR is that most of them req 
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USSR and Big Seven: Energy/GNP Ratios 
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massive investments to modernize and renovate indus
trial and DQwer-generating facilities-a program that 
will itself consume significant quantities off uel. Soviet 
transDQrtation is already reasonably energy efficient 
and does not have the DQtential for large savings such 
as those achieved relatively rapidly in many Western 
countries. Residential and commercial energy use is 
comparatively small. The largest energy savings, there· 

Tore, must come in the industrial sector. Producing 
and introducinii energy-efficient equipment, however, 
will require most of the decade. 

32. The pattern of energy production and use is 
shown in table 2. About one-fourth of Soviet oil 
production is exDQrted, of which about 900.000 b/d is 
sold to the West for hard currency. Gas exDQrts are 
also becoming substantial. 

8. Importance of the Export Pipeline 

33. The Soviet Union has been delivering gas to 
Western Europe since the early 1970s. Between 1968 
and 1975 M~'Ow concluded eight ''gas for pipe" 
agreements with Austria, France. Italy, and West 
Germany. Under these agreements, the USSR pur
chased with lonii·term government-backed credits 
about 9 million tons of lariie-diameter pipe and other 
gas-related equipment. To repay the loans, the USSR 
agreed to lonii·term gas delivery contracts, some of 
which extend to the year 2000. 

34. In 1979, Moscow began negot iating with the 
West Europeans for construction of an exDQrt gas 
pipeline with a planned gross capacity of 35 billion 
cubic meters annually (580,000 b/ d oil equivalent). 
Although two pipelines were originally discussed, pres
ent contracts call for only one strand. Even so, this 
Siberia-to-Western Europe natural gas pipeline is the 
largest East-West trade project to date (see thumbnail 
description in fiiiure 4). The pipeline could deliver 
nearly 30 billion cubic meters to West Germany, 
France, Italy, Austria, and other countries. Gas pur-

Table 2 

Total 
Oil• 
Natural sas 
Coal 
Ott-" 

USSR: Estimated Energy Balance, 1981 
(million b/ d oil equivalent) 

Apparent 

Production C.Onsumption Total 

28.3 23.8 4.5 
12.2 9.0 3.2 
7.7 6.7 1.0 
6.6 6.4 0.2 
1.8 1.7 0.1 

• lncludina ps condensate. 

Net Elports 

For Hard 
Cunencv Other 

1.5 3.0 
0.9 2.3 
0.5 0.5 
0.1 0.1 

NllCL 0.1 

" lncludi~oduction o( hydro \nd nuclear electricity, peat, oil shale. (uelwood. and electricity 
exports. 
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Siberia-to-Western Europe Natural Ga~ Pipeline• 

•including pro¥ilional routes of transit lines through 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary to West Germany, Austna. 1nd Italy. 

Length: 

Capacity: 

Pipe: 

Operating Pressure: 

The Pipeline at a Glance 

4,650 kilometers (Ureogoy-Uzhgofod) 

35 bi"ion m' per year (gross) : 29 bilhon m' pet 

year (net) 

2.6 milion tons, 1,420-rnm (56-inch) diameter 

75 atmospheres 

Compressor Stations: 41 ( 40 with 3 25-MW gas tutbine-<:ompressors each; 
1 with 5 1~MW gas turbine-compressors) 

. ~ ,·· .. 

.u.K. 

Total Cost: 

Completion Date: 

Norri! 

Sea 

S22 billion ($7 billion in hard currency) 
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1986-88 (compressor stations) 
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Table 3 

Projected So"icl Gas Dcli"cries lo Western Europe• 
(billion c ul11c m<'ters) 

Austria. 
E•istinc contracts 
New contracts 

France: 
E•istinc contracts 
New contracts 

ltalv: ' 
E•istinc contracts 
New contracts 

West Germany: < 

Edstinc contracts 
New contracts 

Switzerland 
E•istinc contracts 
New contracts 

Toeal. 
E•istinc contracts 
New contracts 

1980 

2 4 
24 

52 
S2 

1.0 
7.0 

109 
10.9 

25 5 
255 

1 9S~ 

30 
:! 5 
OS 
40 
40 

i .O 
iO 

150 
12 0 
30 

290 
255 
35 

195.5 

35 
2S 
I 0 
40 
40 

iO 
;o 

180 
12.0 
60 

325 
255 
;o 

1987 

40 
2.S 
l.S 
9.0 
4.0 
s.o 

12.0 
7.0 
so 

22.S 
12.0 
105 

47 s 
25.S 
22.0 

1988 

4.0 
2.S 
1.5 

12.0 
4.0 
8.0 

IS.O 
7.0 
8.0 

22.S 
12.0 
10.S 
0.1 

0.1 
53.6 
25.S 
28.1 

• E•cludinc Finland; amounts of annual oHtale under ti~ new contrach are subiect to reduction by up 
to 20 percent under scheduled semiannual necot iat ions wit h the Soviets 

' ltal v has not vet sic~ the new purchase contract 
< E•cludinc Potential deliveries of 0.8 billion cubic meters to West Berlin. 

chase agreements were signed in late 1981 for deliver
tes over a 25-year period with West German and 
French utilities and in June 1982 with Austria's fern
gas. Initial exports of 3-5 billion cubic meters per year 
(.j0,000 to 80,000 b/ d oil equivalent) are to start in 
1984. and full deliveries are schedu led to begin in 
1987-88. 

35. The USSR will be able to use a combination of 
the existing Soyuz export pipeline. domestic trunk
lines, and East Europe.an transit lines to begin initial 
gas deliveries on schedule. With the phasing-in of the 
new gas export pipeline, total Soviet gas deliveries to 
Western Europe-under older contracts as well as the 
new export pipeline contracts-could reach about 33 
billion cubic meters per year (550,000 b/ d oil equiva
lent) in 1985 and then in 1988 rise to as much as 54 bil
lion cubic meters per year (nearly 900,000 b/ d oil 
equivalent) (see table 3).1 Anhual gas deliveries to - -

•The information available on the deliveries under the new 
contracts is still edremely sketchy, so the timinc depicted in table 3 
should be considered a rouch estimate of the delivery profile. 
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Eastern Europe would increase by several billion cubic 
meters if 10 percent of the projected Soviet exports are 
delivered to Czechoslovakia and Hungary as transit 
fees. 

36. Besides the gas sales, the pipeline project 
involves: 

- Soviet purchases of large-diameter pipe (about 
$2 billion). mostly from West Germany and 
Japan. 

- Soviet purchases of turbine compressors and 
related equipment (SS billion). from the major 
West European countries. 

- Government-1Uaranteed credits (at least $7 
billion) repayable in eight to 11 years with a 
three-year grace period on repayment of prin
cipal, and interest rates averaging 7 to 8 
percent, well below market. 

37. The gas export pipeline project is one of six 56-
inch gas pipelines that the Soviets hope to complete in 
the current Five-Year Plan (1981-SSi Two of the five 
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d omestic lines have alrC'ady been laid. In addition lo 

thC' export pipeline. Moscow hopes to la)· br 198.5 

th rec mor<' Ii nes from t lte U rengoy gasfield to the 

European USSR . each 3.000 to -1,000 kilometers long. 

Th<' si.\ n<'w tru11k li11cs from West Siberia account for 

roughl r half of tlte total of 48.000 kilometers of gas 

pipel ines planned for construct ion in 198 1-85. 

38. Ir the Soviets believe they cannot count on 
Western imparts of pipe and compressors, they will 

develop their own capability more rapidly. Cert~inly 
by the 1990s ther would be able to produce enough 
16- or 25-megawatt turbines to move gas through long
distance pipelines. such as the expart line currently 
being bui lt. The Soviets would prefer to continut> to 
impart some of this equipment from the West. howev
er. because it can be paid for with gas exparts and it 

maintains the commercial ties between Western Eu

rope and the USS R. 

39. Because of the weak expart prospects outlined 
above. the pipeline is vital to Moscow's prospects for 
earning sufficient hard currency beyond the mid
J 980s to avoid a major drop in its impart capacity. 
Annual revenues from the pipeline deal alone should 
reach SS1h billion (in 1981 dollars) in the early 1990s 
when all credits are repaid. and total gas earnings 
(including existing contracts) could be roughly $10'h 

billion. 

40. The USSR also calculates that the increased 
future dependence of the West Europeans on Soviet 
gas d e liveries will make them more vulnerable to 
Soviet coercion and will become a permanent factor in 
their decisionmaking on East-West issues. The Soviets. 
moreover, have used the pipeline issue to create and 
exploit divisions between Western Europe and the 
United States. In the past, the Soviets have wed West 
European interest in expandin1 East-West commerce 

to undercut US sanctions, and they believe successful 
pipeline deals will reduce European willingness to 
support future US economic actions against the USSR. 

41. Follow-On Cai Project•. The factors that led 
the Soviets to conclude the recent Siberia-to-Western 
Europe gas deal-huge P.5 reserves and continued 
need for hard currem:r earnings-almest certainly 
will lead to a proposal for new export contracts that 
will require additional export pipelines. If a second 
strand of the new export pipeline were built, Soviet 

revenues from gas sales would rise in the 1990s to 

more than SIS billion per year (198 1 prices) So"iet 

lx-havior in negotiating the first contracts suggests that 
additional gas supplies would be offered at a base 

price near the low end of the market . nr accl'Pt111g a 
relativelr low price initiall)•. the Soviets would be able 

to increase their market penetration and still S('CUre 
hard currency earnings. 

42. Indeed. potential demand in Western Europe 
could support purchases of at least an additional 60 

billion cubic meters (about l million b / d oil eQuiva
lent) of Soviet gas by the year 2000-enough for two 
additional pipelines of the magnitude of the one now 

being built. This Potential will be realized. of cou rse. 
only if alternative new sources of gas for Western 
Europe are not developed.• 

C. Alternative Energy Sources 

43. The development of such alternative Western 
energy sources-particularly the large gas resources of 
the North Sea-will take too long to have much effect 
on the West European demand for Soviet gas in the 
1980s but could determine whether Western Europe 
seeks additional Soviet gas in the 1990s. At best. an 
additional 9-15 billion cubic meters of new supplies 
could be delivered by 1990 through inc reased Dutch 
and Norwegian production; estimated Norwegian gas 
reserves are by themselves sufficient to permit a large 
expansion of production in the 1990s. Several African 
and Middle Eastern countries also have the Potential 
to increase gas exports during the 1990s. 

44. Continental gas import requirements are ex

pected to increase by about 70-80 billion cubic meters 
in the 1990s as demand grows and domestic produc
tion declines. Under favorable circumstances, North 
Sea and Dutch gas could meet about 80 percent of 

these reQuirements, or about 60 billion cubic meters. 
North African gas could provide about 45-60 billion :t 
cubic meters. Supplies from the Middle East and 
North Africa would be substantially less secure fro ,. 
disruption than would gas from West Euro 
sources. Moreover, the likely investment costs of devel 
~ping and transporting this gas would be extreme! 
high. (See table 4.) 

•See SNIE 3/ 11-82. Watem Altemotloa to Soc:Mt N•t
Prosp«t1 ond lmpllcatloru, 28 May 1982 (S NF NC 0C PR). 



Table 4 

Proposed Non-So\'iet Gas Projects for Western Europe 

Propowd Protects 

Sorway 

Troll 

Tromsa 

Algeria 

Italian pipeline 
e1pansion 

Italian pipeline II 

Sepmo pipeline I 

Sepmo pipeline II 

Nigeria· 

Bonny LNG 
Trains l-3 

Trains 4-6 

Trans-Sahara 
pipeline 

C.merooa 

ICribi LNC 
Trains 1-2 

Train 3 

Start 

199<>-95 

Volume 
(billion cubic 

m<'ters) 

12-15 

1994-95 3.~HO 

1995-99 5 -10 

1990 

1995 

1990 

1995 

1990 

1995 

1990 

1990 

1995 

6 

12-18 

16 

7.5 

7.5 

250 

75 

3S 

Footnote at end of uble. 

- -

Production and 
Transport Cost• Re liabilih · 

High 

High Secure 

Low Unrel iable 

Low Unreliable 

Medium Unreliable 

Med ium Unreliable 

Med ium Secure 

Medium Secure 

Medium lruecure 

Medium Secure 

Medium Secure 

-----------

Consoderat ooru ------

Likelihood 
of Project 

Implementation 

Preliminary negoliatioru for sale of Probable 
gas "°'"' under way with both UK 
and continental buyen. 

Technical problems mwt be over- Probable 
come to develop the field . 

Oslo ,.·oold like to Stt development Probable 
in northern r~ion to balance re-
gional development. 

West Europeans view Algeria u an 
unreliable supplier. Production 
problems in the mid · l 980s ,.·ill re· 
inforce this view. part icularly if Al-
1eria maintairu a mi litant price 
stance. 

Rt"Qu ires additional compressors. Probable. 

Requires ne,.· series of traru- ~tedi- Some oos.sibility 
terranean pipelines. 

Will soon be technically feasible to 
corutruct ; initial volumes will be 
e1panded if demand warrants. 

Project wu canceled in early 1982, 
but we believe Ni1erian revenue 
n~ will force a smaller project to 
10 forward and be later eapanded. 

Ni1erians dumiu thu project be· 
cause of potential transit and securi
ty problenu. 

Some oos.sibility 

Some oos.sibility 

Probable 

Some possibility 

Hichly improbable 

French firms are actively involved Probable 
in the project. 

Only if additional reserves are dis- Some possibility 
covered. 



Pro~ Proiccts 

Libya 

LNG 

Italian pipeline 

Egypt 

LNG I 

LNG II 

Ivory Coast 

L~G 

Qalar 

Ru Laffan LNG I 

West European 
pipeline 

Iran 

IGA T-Turkey· 
LNG 

IGAT-West Euro
pean pipeline 

Start 

1990 

1995 

1990 

1995 

1995 

1995 

1990 

1995 

1995 

Table 4 (Continued) 

Proposed Non-Soviet Cas Projects for Western Europe 

Volume 
(b1ll1on cubic Produclion and 

L1kC'l1hood 
of rroittt 

mett'n) Transport Cost• Reliability Im plt'mt'ntahon 

3.7 

14 

3 

6 

7 

9 

17 

7 

17 

Medium 

Low-medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Hich 

Hich 

Medium-hich 

Medium·hich 

Fairly reliable Will probably be buih only u a Some l)OU1bili1v 
and secure rt'pla~enl for Bresa planl. 

Fairlv reliable Onlv 1f offshore reserves (r~ntlv Some poss1bilitv 
and secure ditc0~red bv an t1alian companv) 

ol 140 billion cubic meten or more 
are proved up and adiacenl oilfields 
are developed beforehand 

Secure 

Secure 

Secure 

Secure 

lruecure 

Will r~uore d1tc0very of reserves Some poss1bili1y 

Some l)OU1b1l1tr 

Even if recent 1as ditc0veries are Some PQS51bol11 \ 
proved up, lhe 1as iJ likely lo be 
uied dornesticall v 

Temporarily shelved becawe of Probable 
failure to find buvers. 

The rtSional oolilical lensions. hich H11hlv improbable 
transit fees. and larce costs make 
lhis project <!ifficult lo im plemenl 

Politically in· Possible eaoort 10 Western Europe. Some l)OUib1li1v 
secure and 
unreliable 

Politically in
t«Ure and 
unreliable 

flalian and West German f irms 
consideri nc project. 

Some poss1b1li11• 

•Takes acrounl of field development. ooeratinc. and transport collS amortized at IS percenl. Eacludes wellhead value o( ps. Low cat is 
ddined as costs under S3 oer billion BTUs delivered lo Western Europe; medium COii, 13 to SS; hich cat, above $5. 

Secret Noforn Nocontract 
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45. Multinational cooperation will be critical if 
sizable new volumes of North Sea gas are lo be 
brought to the Continent by the early 1990s. Projects 
to l>oost North Sea gas exports will require enormous 
capital investments-$15-20 billion may be needed ICl 

develop Norwar ·s Troll gasficld alone-and will havt' 
to compete with other North Sea oil and gas projects 
for a share of the development funds to be spent 
during the next decade. Interest rate subsidies similar 
to those offered for the construction of the Soviet 
pipeline could substantially speed development • of 
North Sea gas reserves; an interest rate subsidy of 
about 2 percentage points could cut 15 percent from 

total investment costs. 

46. Cooperative agreements to transport gas to the 
marketplace will be equally important. A gas swap 
agreement, for example, would involve increased Nor· 
wegian gas ddiveries to the United Kingdom in 
exchange for delivery of equal volumes of British gas 
to the European Continent. This could save $1 -2 
billion in facilities investments and could shorten 
leadtimes by two to three years. Similarly, Dutch 
participation in a coordinated gas marketing strategy 
could vastly simplify Norway's efforts to increase 
future gas sales. 

47. Although the commercial advantages of such 
arrangements are sizable, numerous political obstacles 
must still be overcome, including Norwegian reluc
tance to become overly dependent on hydrocarbon 
development. Other critical factors determining the 
timing and size of new North Sea projects include: 

- Ta:r policies. The current UK tax regime is a 
serious deterrent to the development of small 
fields. Norway's petroleum taxes are also high, 
and development has been slowed further bv 
short drilling sea.sons and generally cautious 
government policies. 

- Market prospects. An unprecedented decline 
in West Europe.an gas consumption during the 
last two years has clouded the outlook for the 
future size of the European gas market. Pres
ent uncertainties could cause North Sea pro
ducers to hesitate before launching new proi· 
ects, especially in view of the possibility of 
being underc~y· Cheaper Soviet us. 

- Reoenue need. of producin6 countrie1. If 
the budget crisis in the Netherlands worsens, 

pressures to increase gas sales will increase. 
Simila rh·. Norway may be inclined to speed 
gas development because of lowered expecta· 
lions of future oil re,enues. 

D. Soviet Dependence on Western Oil Equipment 

48. The USSR faces increasing dependence on the 
West in developing and processing its oil resources in 
the 1980s. The Soviets already have drilled most of the 
relatively shallow, easily located, accessible oil depos
its. They specifically need Western seismic and well
logging technology to bolster their ability to explore 
for oil reserves in the 1980s (see annex). The Soviets 
plan to nearly double the amount of drilling for oil 
and gas in 1981-85 and to increase it further in the late 
1980s. but their drilling productivity is poor by inter· 
national sta ndards. Thus, Western rigs_. drill pipe, tool 
joints. drill bits, blowout preventers, and drilling-fluid 
technology could substantially aid Soviet drilling 
efforts. 

49. The Soviet oil industry faces rising fluid-lift 
requirements in the 1980s. as the amount of water 
produced along with oil increases. According to Soviet 
plans, a large additional volume of fluid-well over 6 
million barrels a day-must be lifted in 1985 simply to 
maintain production of oil at the 1980 level of 12 
million b / d . To handle the high volume of fluid, the 
Soviets plan to double the number of wells producing 
oil with the help of submersible pumt>S and ps-lif t 
equipment. Imported equipment could boost the pro
ductivity of this effort because the capacity and 
quality of Soviet-made submersible pumt>S and gas-lift 
equipment are low. 

SO. The Soviets' least explored prospective areas for 
new petroleum discoveries are off shore, and explora
tion and development of the continental shelf will 
contribute to their oil production in the 1990s. The 
USSR already has received substantial assistance from 
the West, and continued assistance could speed devel
opment in the Caspian Sea and Arctic areas. 

51. The United States is the preferred supplier of 
most types of oil and gas equipment throuchout the 
world because it is by far the largest producer, with 
the most experience, the best support network, and 
often the best technology. In some products-for 
example, large-capacity down-hole pumps-the United 
States has a world monopoly. The position of most 



t;S sut.>l)l iN s 1n the changing world market has bttn 
preserved br establishing overseas subsidiary firms 

and licensees during the past decadt". Tllf'se off short" 
operat ions dC'te rred new comp("tition from ··wedging 
in .. to o' erl' rcm dC'd markets. Up to now. tht" learning 
curve for Ill'" competitors has been verr steep and 
entrance has been too costly in a highly cyclical 
market. Rooms in demand often trigger new invest
ment in additional capacity, often only to be followed 
by a drying up of the market when production bt"gins 
18 to 24 months later. Risk is high for an~· newcomer 
because the period following the boom is mark~ by 
fierce price competition until the excess capacih• is 
worked oH. Nonetheless, in recent years the US share 
of the market decreased, even before the US embargo 
was impased 

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR WESTERN 

GOVERNMENT POLICY 

A. Possible Restrictions 

52. Western governments, at considerable cost to 
themselves, cou ld increase Soviet economic difficulties 
by: 

- Rest ricting Soviet access to Western oil and gas 
equipment and technology. 

- Eliminating subsidies, including government 
guarantees. on credits to the USSR. 

- Using their influence to discourage Western 
firms from entering into large-scale energy 
projects with the USSR. 

- Taking steps to shrink the potential Western 
energy market for Soviet gas by developing 
a lte rnative energy sources. 

53. The effectiveness of such steps depends on 
many factors. including the scope of the action, the 
degree of cooperation amone the Western Allies, and 
the duration of the restriction. It is hiehly unlikely, for 
example, that US Allies will participate in an export 
embargo, except in response to specific political 
events, w ith the result that such an embareo is likely to 
be partial and/or short-lived. On the other hand, there 
may be a better chance of pinine Allied cooperation 
on credit policy and on development of alternative .....,, ··-
energy sources, especially if common "ound can be 
found on a "strategic" policy concemine East-West 
economic relations. 

54. The following sect ions consider th<' impact or 
possible Western measures on: 

- The construc t ion of the <'~port pi1X'l1n<' and 
the planned Sovit>t gas ddivNics to \\'cst<'rn 
Europe 

- The dt>velopment of Soviet oil production 

- The development of new gas export projects. 

8. lmpoct on the Gas Export Pipeline , 

55. We believe that the USSR will succeed in 
meeting its gas delivery commitments to Western 
Europe through the 1980s and will do so without 
significant diversion of domestic resources from other 
sectors. Deliveries could begin in late 1984. as sched
uled, by using existing pipel ines. which have e \cess 
capacity of at least 10 billion cubic mete rs annual!}·. 

56. The Soviets probably can begin del iveries 
through the new pipeline in 1985 or 1986. With the 22 
turbines built with the GE-made rotors alread\• 
shipped from Western Europe, or about to be shipped, 

and by operating compressor stations without standb\• 
units, Moscow could deliver through the new pipeline 
about 70 percent of the planned annual throughput of 
nearly 30 billion cubic meters. Turbines using an 
additional 40 rotors-the number Alsthom-AtlantiQue 
contracted before the US embargo to build for the 
Soviet Union under GE license~ould boost through
put to more than 90 percent of capacity. For reliabil
ity of pipeline operation and periodic maintenance, 
however, the Soviets might use some of the ava ilable 
turbines as standby units, thereby reducing throughput 
somewhat. 

57. lt is highly unlikely that full capacity will be 
needed until near the end o( the decade, because West 
European ps demand is lagging substantially. Before 
the end of the 1980s the Soviets will be able to fully 
equip the pipeline wing either imported or domestic 
equiDment. By then they will probably be able to 
Droduce 25-megawatt turbines, in spite of a history of 
troubles. If necessary, the USSR could divert construc
tion crews and compressor-station equipment from 
new domestic pipelines to the export pipeline or even 

•for a detailed survey ol the eaport pipeline's Slatus, Stt CIA 
lntdlisence Astessment SOV 82-10120/ EUR 82-10078, Ovtlook for 
tlw S~-to-Wutnn Europe Natural Qu Pf~/frw, Aucust 1982 
(S NF NC~ 
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Table 5 

Estimated Impact o( Embar~o by ~ATO Countries and 
Japan on Selected Oil Equipment 

lm~ct of C urren! 
1'Jlurt' and ~reot of Es11ma1ed Impact of 

Embar10 Impost<! by NATO Members 
and Japan US Sa nC'llo ru 

Eaplorahon CQuipmenl Minimal 

Offshore drillinc CQuipment 

Drill bits. drill pipe, tool joints. Small 
other drillin1 CQuipmenl 

Fluid-lift CQuipment Small 

Equipment for producin1 and proc- Substantial 
essinc hi1h-pressure. hilh-sulfur 1as 

Oil refiMrv secondarv processin1 Small 

units 

dedicate a domestic pipeline for export use to ensure 
capacity adeQuate to meet contractual deli very obliga
tions. This diversion would be costly, but it is highly 
unlikely to be reQuired on a large scale. More likely, 
Moscow would be able to meet Western Europe's 
demand with little or no loss in domestic gas deliveries. 

C. Impact on Oil Development 

58. The impact of export restrictions on oil develop
ment in the USSR would depend critic.ally on the 
development of domestic oil eQuipment manufactur
in1 capabilities. While some improvement is likely 
over the dec.ade, we do not believe that it will come in 
time to offset the n~ fo~e_ lcinds of Western 
eQuipment shown in table 5: " 

- Continued denial of US oil and gas eQuipment 
would retard Soviet oil production, particular-

Rt'duC't1on in eaploration success in eabtinc 
prod uci n1 areas as well as uneaplored re-
11ions. with substantial impact in the 1990s. 
Short run ~linimal 
Loni run Substantial 

Moderate drlavs in offshore drillinc oper
ations 
Shor1 run Moderate 
Loni run Moderate 

Small short-run impact on drillin1 
proeram 
Shor1 run· Small 
Lone run· Small 

Polenl iall v moderate in short run. deoend
ine on Soviet import efforts. 
Short run Moderate 
Lone run. Moderate 

Crit ical for product100 or hi1h-sulfur Cen
tral Asian ps and hi1h-pressure ps in 
We-st Siberia and ebe..·here. 
Short run: Substantial 
Lone run· Moderate 

Potenliallv substantial if Soviets proceed 
,.·ith plans to u1>1rade refineries, but thev 
have concluded no recent 11rerments for 
this CQuipment 

Secret ~oforn Nocontract 

ly in off shore drillin1 and in production of 
high-pressure, high-sulfur 1as. 

- Denial of all oil eQuipment by all NATO 
countries and Japan would have a substantially 
larger impact, which could reach as much as 

1.0 million b/d by the end of the decade-
almost 10 percent of total oil production. 

D. Impact on Future Gos Export Deals 

59. The most damagin1 measures to the Soviets in 
the long run would be inflicted by Western a1ree
ments that restrict further agreements either to buy 
Soviet gas or to sell Moscow oil and ps equipment. 
Under such conditions the USSR would lose its main 
source of new hard currency earnings in the 1990s. 



E. Impact on the Soviet Economy and Military 
Capability 

60 Shortfalls in So,·1ct o il and gas production wl)uld 
direct h affect the L"SSH·s abili t\• to earn hard curren
c\· To protect its hard c11rrC'11cr earnings, Moscow 
would be tempted to furt her cut energr exports to 
Easte rn Europe And th<' importance to the Soviet 
economy of substant ial hard currency imports is such 
that . in the event of a majo r production shortfall, 
allocations of oil and gas to domestic So\'iet uses would 

be reduced. 

6 1. Conseauences for the Econom11. Energy 
shortfalls would affect the Soviet economy and might 
lead to cuts in imports. The USSR would be reluctant 
to cut food imports because this would risk popular 
unrest and. in any event. would probably adversely 
affect incenti ves and productivity. 

62 Further reduct ions in imports of machinery and 
eQuipment would hinder industrial modernization and 
productivity. Cuts in allocations of oil and gas. or of 
imported mate ria ls such as steel. would create produc
tion bottlenecks, cause some plant capacity to be 
unused. and disrupt supplies in many parts of the 
economy. The bottlenecks would diminish and per
haps eventually disappear as the Soviets took steps to 
conserve the scarce products. to substitute other prod
uc ts. and to adjust the pattern of demand. 

63. Given all the uncertainties surrounding the 
scope and duration of Western measures, and the way 
the Soviets would cope with and adjust to these 
measures. quantitati ve measures of impact can at best 
be viewed as illustrative orders of magnitude. 

64. The effect of Western measures on potential 
Soviet energy o utput (measured in dollars at world 
market prices) would approximate the following mag
nitudes (in billions of dollars per year): 

Medium 
Short Run Run (4-10 Lona Run 
(2-3 Years) Yean) (Over 10 vean) 

Pf~/lne Sanction.I 
US alone Small ~small 0 

Oil Equipment 
ltnt rlct Ion 

US alone 2-6 2-6 Small 
All Allies 7 12 Declinina - ~ 

No New Gas ~ 

ProJecu 0 ~5 5-10 
(bevond current 
pipe!Jne) 

65. In the hH><>thetical cas(' of a full Western 

embargo on all oil and gJs eQu1prnent . including large. 

diameter pipe. the cost to the So n e ts wou ld rise 

substantia ll r-rt•ach111g m11ghh S:J(j billion annually 

br 1990 This case illustrates the particular importance 
of Western linepil)(' to the Sonet gas program over the 

ne•t several rt-ars . in the 1990s th is dependence will 

decline as the Soviets master serial production of 
multiwall large-diameter pipe. 

66. The impact of these shortfalls on Soviet CNP 

might be a multiple of the above losses. especially 
during the period when bottlenecks could not be 
avoided. The potential aggregate economic impact 
could be characterized as follows. 

- Insignificant. in the case of US unilate ra l 
controls aimed only at the eJ1port pipeline. 

- GNP by the end of the decade would be 2 to 3 

percent less in the case of a sustained Allied 

embargo of oil equipment. but the impact 

would be much smaller in the more likely case 

that US Allies provide limited. if any, 
cooperation. 

- In the hrpotheti~al case that includes an em 
bargo on pipe, the Soviets would incur a loss in 
CNP of 3 to 4 percent by 1990. 

- After 1990 the effects of Western policies 
could be enhanced considerably if follow-on 
Soviet gas projec ts were squelched. 

67. Soviet costs on the order of 3 percent of CNP by 
1990 are significant. Such a loss of CNP would be 
equivalent to all the investments made in housing 
construction in 1980, or nearly 40 percent of all 
industrial investments in 1980, or more than 25 per
cent of military ellpenditures in 1980. These measures 
indicate only the order of magnitude of forgone Soviet 

GNP and do not equate to potential cuts in investment 
or defense spending. While the cumulative effect of 
such losses would clearly increase pressures on Soviet 
decisionmakers, we cannot judge how they would 
choose to spread such losses throughout the economy. 

68. Additional Western actions such as restricting 
subsidized aovernment-guaranteed credits could raise 
the cost to the Soviets of Western assistance by about 
$400-500 million a year. Credit elltensions themselves 



"ould probably fall sharply if government guarantees 
wt"re withheld. as most bankers are reluctant to extend 
large long-term credits without government guaran· 

tC'eS 

69. In the long run. tighter COCOM restrictions on 

militarilr sensitive technology (including technology 
and equipment that indirectly contributes to signifi· 
cant improvements in weapon systems) would perhaps 
be the most valuable action for the West. Such action 
would retard major improvements in Soviet weaponry, 
which the West would be forced to counter. While the 
dollar value of such action is difficult to estimate. the 
savings in terms of Western spending for defense 
annually would probably come to billions of dollars. 

70. Conseauences for Militar11 Pro6ram1. The 
reduced availability of hard currency and ener~y 
would also make more difficult the decisions Moscow 
must make among key priorities in the 1980s-sustain· 
ing growth in military programs. feeding the popula· 
tion. modernizing the civilian economy, supporting its 
East European clients. and expanding (or maintaining) 
its ove rseas involvements. Because economic growth 
will be slow through the 1980s. annual additions to 
national output will be too small to simultaneously 
meet the incremental demands that planners are 
placing on the domestic economy. Even now, stagna· 
tion in the production of key industrial materials is 
retarding growth in machinery output-the source of 
military hardware, investment goods. and consumer 

durables. 

71. If growing resource stringencies and hard cur· 
rency shortages prompt Soviet leaders to cut back on 
imports. it seems likely that, in true bureaucratic 
tradition, initial efforts would be implemented in a 
broad-brush fashion aHectin1 a number of Soviet 
ministries across the board. The very top-priority 
programs no doubt would be spared. but many rela· 
tively high-priority ones. includin1 some military pro
grams. could be hurt at least indirectly. 

72. Even in the looser term, cuts in machinery 
imports would retard proiiress in modernizina a num
ber of industrial sectors-steel, machine building, oil 
refining, robotics, micnJl!l~nics. transptrtation, 
and construction equipment-at a time when Moscow 
is counting on a strateay of limited investment 1rowth 
and relying instead on productivity 1rowth. 

73. Hard currency shortages b~· themselves proba
bly would have little effect . however. on Soviet acqui
sition of Western technology and equipment which 
directly facilitate qualitat ive imp(ovements in Soviet 
weapon wstems. These inputs are so important to 
Moscow that the necessary hard currency will certain
ly be allocated to them. and the value required 
probably is at most a few hundred million dollars a 
year. Such military-related acquisitions. legal and ille
gal. can be prevented only through a broadening and 
tightening of COCOM controls. 

74. Reduced Soviet petroleum and gas output 
would aggravate civilian industrial bottlenecks and. 
therefore. might cause civilian encroachment on de
fense production, such as a reallocation of some 
military-oriented metallurgical and machine-building 
facilities to produce the embargoed oil and gas equip
ment. Technical requirements. however, could force 
significant " upstream" changes in capital and opera
tions. For example, major changes in capital equip
ment would probably be required before assets in the 
defense industries could contribute to the production 
of energy-related equipment such as drilling rigs, 
platforms. or pipe. High-temperature components 
made by the aircraft industry could more readily 
contribute to the production of compressor equipment 
for the gas pipeline projects. Increased production of 
turbines and transformers for electric power would 
also require shifts of skills and machinery to the 
civilian electrical equipment producers from the de
fense industries. 

75. The materials used by defense plants could be 
redirected to alternative civilian production with 
greater ease. For example, powder metallurgy used in 
the production of munitions could be redirected to the 
production of drill bits for petroleum extraction. In
creased availability of steel for drilling rigs and tubular 
goods could help the Soviets meet their oil drilling and 
gas output targets. In addition. special steels for the 
manufacture of turbine blades could increase the 
reliability of gas turbines used to power electric 
generators and pipeline compressors. Concrete, as
phalt. and other construction materials would help to 
overcome the serious lack of infrastructure (all-weath
er roads, housing) in crucial areas of energy develop
ment such as West Siberia. Transfers of fuels, particu
larly petroleum products. from the military would also 
ease civilian production bottlenecks. 



76. While there is the DOSSibi lit y o r rcsourc(' t r:rns· 

fers rrom defense facilities. the atmosphere o r in· 
cr<-ased East· West tensions-which wou ld lX' lik<-h to 
prevail aher imDOSition or an t>mha rgo- m ii,:ht 
prompt Sovie t leaders to ra ise even mort> thl? priorit\ 
or defense programs in the allocatio n or resourct>s. 
Should a weakening of the industrial base force ~ome 
cuts in military Drograms. this would not happen 
quickly, and the eHects on overall Sovie t mil itary 

capabilities would be very gradual. 

V. WEST EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVES 

A. Attitudes Toward East-West Trade and Trade 

Sanctions 

77. In general the West Euroi;>eans bel ieve tha t 
inc reased trad~ with the East is a fruit of de tente and 
that it contributes to improved re lations. They a rgue 
tha t Sovie t behavior will be more restrained if the 
USSR has a large stake in the international economic 
system . Ma ny West Euroi;>eans would the refore reject 
economic sanctions, a rguing that they also hurt the 
West and do not aHect Soviet behavior in any event 
The problem lies in developing with the West Europe
an countries--or at least the major ones-a common 
understanding of the strategic implications of East
West trade and agree ment on what kind of Soviet 
behavior should trigger what kind of resDQnse. 

78. DesDite statements to the contrary, Allied gov
ernments want to prevent the pii,>el ine issue from 
affecting major initiatives in NATO. such as IN F 
deployme nt. If the controversy is prolonged. however. 
it is likely to adversel y affect the Polit ical cl imate in 
which final deDloyment decisions will be made. More
over, it could reinforce the self-image of the West 
Europeans as junior partners in a relationship with the 
United States in which they have an equal stake. The 

pipeline ban could be seen in Western EuroDe as 
another in a series of US moves that have eroded 
European confidence in US leadershiD and intensified 
anxiety about US-Soviet relations. Although ST ART 
and the INF talks have reduced European concerns 
about the US willingness to resume a dialogue with 
Moscow, the Dii;>eline decisi'!n will contr'ibute to uncer
tainty about how th~rliled States will .manage the 
East· West relationship. It will also nurture suspicion 
about the seriousness with which Washington will 
DUrsue arms control negotiations. 

79 :'.s a result of the e ra of detente. some West 

European political leade rs genera!ly have acquired 

more complacent attitudes toward the USSR. Further

mnre. in the ir view. the superannuated Sovit>t leader· 
sl11 p a lread r is undergoing an uncertain struggle for 

succession and faces eco nomic burdens that it can 
ma nage only with considerable difficulty. These West 

Euroi;>ean Political leaders, therefore, believe that it 

would be in the interest of their countries to adopt a 

less confrontational approach to Moscow in the hope 

or precluding the emergence of more intransigent 

leadership following Brezhnev's deDarture. 

80. West Euroi;>ean perceptions of the Soviet threat 

depend heavily on Soviet actions close to ho me. A 

direct inte rvention by the USSR in Poland or else· 

where in Easte rn Euroi;>e would greatly harden West 

European a tt itudes. at least for a time. By contrast . 

Soviet actions in Afghanistan. Africa, and Central 

America, while unwelcome to West Europeans. are 

perce ived as less of a threat and would not have much 
eHect on All ied willingness to SUDPort US initiatives 

outside the treaty area. 

B. The Pipeline Deal in West European Eyes 

8 1. The West Euroi;>eans are convinced that the 
p ii;>eline deal is a good one for them. In reaching this 
conclusion they are looking at the deal as a package, 
taking into account the ir projected energy needs and 
considering such aspects as the cost and reliability of 
So\'iet gas. the cost of their expart credit subsidies, and 
the eJtpart sales that are likely to result. They are 
convinced that they will need large addit ional gas 
supplies. especially in the 1990s. They have not fo. 
cused extensively on what the additional gas revenue 
might do for Soviet military pawer, but they tend to 
argue that the Soviet military will get pretty much the 

resources it wants whether or not the pipeline is built. 
They are skeptical that it is in the West's interest to 
cause cutbacks in Moscow's consumer-oriented and 
civil investment exi;>enditures, which they believe 
would suffe r most if earnings from the pipeline were 
reduced or cut off. .. 

82. The West Euroi;>eans ' Drime energy goal is to . 
reduce their dei;>endence on OPEC. While that: 
dei;>cnde nce has fallen significantly since 1973 it is still 
high enough that a sustained OPEC embargo wou 



ha\'e a devastating impact. In S<'arching for OPEC 

substitutes. the West Europea ns obviously would pre

fer to find Western energy sourct>s 1.x•cause of their 

rr liabilitr. It is parth· for this reason that tht>Y plan to 

<ubstantiallr e".pand thei r use of coal and nuclear 

1xiwer. Nevertheless. gas-used mainly for home heat

ing-will be the primary fue l displacing OPEC oil, 

and there have been no alternative gas sources that 

could match the Soviet off er. West European gas 

producers have been neithe r willing nor able to ex

pand production sufficiently in the 1980s, and poten

tial non-European sources-such as Algeria. Nigeria, 

Qatar, Indonesia. and Canada-appear too unreliable 

or too e :<pensive or both. 

83. The West Europeans further believe that the 

Soviet gas d eal is re lativeh• advantageous in terms of 

security, flexibility, and price. (See inset below.) 

84 . The total number of iobs in Weste rn Europe 

directly dependent on pipeline contracts is only 20,000 

to 30.000. Nen~rtheless. these job losses are important 

because ther are concentrated in ke r depressed 

industries. 

85. All in all. the United States would have had a 

far better chance of aborting the pipeline project if it 

had weighed in earlier and stressed the strategic 

implications of East-West trade. The time to act 

probably was before mid-1980-the period when the 

West Europeans were evaluating the project. By the 

time Washington raised strong objections, the West 

European governments had already committed them

selves to the deal and contract negotiations were well 

under way. In addition, the US arguments initially 

focused on the question of energy dependence on the 

USSR-the very issue that the West Europeans said 

Advantages of the Pipeline Deal: A West European View 

- Security. The deal provides the West Europeans 
with a 25-year gas supply from a partner that 
they consider more reliable than OPEC. They 
think that Moscow will deliver the gas on sched
ule both to maintain its hard currency earnings 
and to preserve its reputation as a reliable trade 
partner. Furthermore. they maintain that they 
have carefully considered the conseQuences of a 
Soviet cutoff. At the projected peak delivery 
levels of the pipeline currently being built, West
ern Europe as a whole will get only about 3 
percent of its total energy supplies from Soviet 
gas, while West Germany-the largest purchas
er-will get about 30 percent of its gas and 5 to 6 
percent of its total energy supplies from the 
USSR. Planned gas storage capacity in Western 
Europe will equal about three months of Soviet 
imports by 1990. and many industrial gas usen 
will have the capability of switchin& to other 
fuels. As a result, the West Europeans believe that 
they could cope with even a sustained Soviet p.s 
cutoff without facing a major economic 
disruption. 

- Fluibility. The Soviets also agreed to significant 
flexibility in gas deliveries. West Germany on 1 
October will have a one-time 9ption to perma
nently reduce the base amount of gas in its 
contract (10.5 billion cubi& meters per year) by up 
to 20 percent. Moreimi>ortant, each pu111:hasins 
country in each year of the contract will have the 
right to reduce deliveries during that year up to 
20 percent below the base amount. 

- p,;,._ The West Europeans were pleased by the 
price formula even though they will be paying 
more than the current market price for most gas. 
The contract apparently stipulates a base price of 
$4.65 per million BTUs, to be adjusted in propor
tion to future changes in oil prices, as well as a 
floor price of $5.40. The West Europeans will pay 
whichever is higher: $5.40 or the adjusted base 
price. The West Germans were particularly 
pleased that the adjustment formula is based 80 
percent on the prices of heavy and light heating 
oil and only 20 percent on the price of crude. 
They believe that the prices of the1e products will 
rise less rapidly than crude prices in future years, 
because greater use of coal. gas, and nuclear 
power will hold down the demand for heating oil. 
Most current gas prices are below those in the 
Soviet contract but are risins rapidly: for exam
ple, West Germany in 1982 is payins an averaae 
of about $4.00 per million BTUs for imported gas, 
up 30 percent from 1981. Even at the $5.40 floor 
price, Soviet gas would be about 10 percent 
cheaper, on an energy-equivalent basis, than oil at 
$34 per barrel. Given that the Soviet gas deliver
ies will not reach full volume before 1987, and 
will continue throuah 2009, durins. which time oil 
prices are likely to rise far above current levels
if only because of world inflation-the West 
Europeans are confident that the bulk of the 
Soviet p.s will be purchased at the adjusted base 
price, which will always be well below the equiv
alent crude oil price. 



they had already stucfit-d careful! }· and rcsolv<'d to 
their satisfaction. 

C. Ponible Areas of Compromise 

86. While reiterating th<'ir intentio n to honor com · 
mitments alread~· madt' to the USSR. most of the 
major suppliers see the necessih· to lone down public 
palemics over the pipeline issue. minimize the damage 
to transatlantic relations. and seek some accommoda
tion wilh the US position. Underh•ing this need is the 
realization that European firms-without American 
licenses-would be far less competitive in the world 
energy market. The four West European countries 
involved (France. West Germany, Italy, and the Unit
ed Kingdom) have thus far failed to develop a com
mon strategy with respect to US sanctions. Allied 
acceptance of any US package designed to achieve 
consensus on joint sanctions would be contingent o n 
two essential criteria: ( l) that the burden be shared 
evenly among the Western countries and (2) that the 
sanctions not be applied retroactively. Possible areas of 
compromise might include: 

- The 1econd atrand of the viveline. A second 
Soviet pipeline is an obvious candidate to meet 
Western Europe's projected gas shortfall in the 
1990s, although there are no negotiations in 
prospect at the moment. The West Europeans 
would be concerned about substantially in
creasing their dependence on Soviet gas. The 
gas nttds could be satisfied by some combina
tion of other measures: conservation, substitu
tion of other fuels. or other sources of gas. 
Norway, for example, could expand gas pro
duction enough to meet a large part of incre
mental West European needs in the 1990s, if 
development efforts are begun in the next few 
years. Given these possibilities, the West Euro
peans might be willing to renounce the Soviet 
option. 

~ ·. -

- Tighter credit restrictions. As noted earlier 
there is considerable su1mort-particularly 
from \\'est Cer111anr-for ending subsidized 
interest ra tes on So\'ret c redits. The West 
Europeans pard some l1 pscrvicc to the idea at 
\'e rsailles and mrght 110 " be pressed to act . 
The French have be-en the st rongest oppanents 
of higher interest rates. fearing-probably 
with good reason - that they would lose some 
Soviet sales as a result . Although supporting it 
on interest rates. the West German position is 
by no means whollr consonant with that of the 
Urtited States. On government export guaran
tees. for example. Bonn argues strongly against 
their abolition-and is adamant that it will do 
not hing on this issue at least until subsidized 
expart credits are limited by other West 
Europeans. 

- Ti1l1ter COCOM restrictions. There is al
read~· some support in V/estern Europe for 
tighter controls, and the United States can 
present a compell ing case that technology 
transfers are contributing significantly to Sovi
et military improvements. Purely out of self
interest. the West Europeans should see that 
these Soviet gains detract from their security 
and / or compel them to increase defense 
expenditures. 

87. More impartant than compromise on these spe
cific points, however, is the need to reach agreement 
on a shared understanding o f the long-run strategic 
implications of East-West trade. Such an understand
ing has been notably absent in the past , but the time 
may now be ripe to achieve it . Although the sanctions 
imbroglio has heightened the serious diHerences be
tween Western Europe and the United States regard
ing the linkage of economic and Political Policies, it 
has raised the West EuropeiAn consciousness of the 
issues and the depth of US concerns. 

SE~ 
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ANNEX 

SOVIET DEPENDENCE ON US AND WESTERN Oil ANO GAS EQUIPMENT 

Exploration Equipment 

l. Having drilled most of their easily accessible 
deposits. the Soviets now need Western seismic arfd 
well-logging technology lo accel~rate discovery of 
additional oil reserves for the remainder of the centu
rr . Soviet exploration equipment, however, with its 
dated technology and limited data-processing capabili
ties is poorly suited to the exploration of complicated 
geolo1_< ic areas such as the potentia l petroleum-bearing 
regions in East Siberia. as well as to finding oil and gas 
in smaller, subtle geologic formations in the West 
Siberian basin. Soviet equipment is also inadequate for 
efficient off shore explorat ion. drilling, and production, 
lacking particularly the sophisticated positioning, sta
bilizing, and seabed production capabilities of West
ern equipment. 

2. Western geophysical equipment would help the 
Soviets explore deeper, hard-to-find subtle traps. Mod
ern Western seismograph software and hardware
digital recorders, cable. geophones, computers, field 
processors-would enable them to increase their proc
essing capability and better locate potential hydrocar
bon traps. Western well-logging equipment for drill
ing-fluid analysis and final borehole evaluation would 
improve both drilling efficiency and oil discovery 
rates. 

Magnetometers and Gravity Meters 

3. This equipment involves highly sophisticated 
sensing technology and data-processing capability. Re
mote areas, such as East Siberia, will be difficult to 
explore without this equipment. The USSR's technol
ogy in this area is perhaps 10 years behind that of the 
West. Skania of Sweden is the only known producer of 
this equipment outside the potential embar10 group, 
and it is a small producer. - - ... 

Seismic Equipment 

4. Improved seismic eqt•ipment is necessary if the 
Soviets are to find smaller and deeper oil and gas 

deDOSits. The lack of this equipment will limit Soviet 
production five to seven years from now. as well as 
further in the future. If the Soviets try lo develop their 
own seismic capability, the oil industry will need 
improved computer technology and additional R&D 
resources. Sf!ismic equipment is available elsewhere. 
but the data-processing capability is closely held b~· 
Western firms. 

Well-Logging Equipment 

5. Improved well-logging equipment could greatly 
aid the Soviets in idenlif ying and assessing new oil and 
gas deposits. As is the case with seismic equipment, 
well-logging tools could be produced within one to two 
years in countries outside the Western embargo "roup, 
but the all-important software, which is more tightly 
controlled. would not be available. 

Drilling Equipment 

6. Development of geologically complex and deep 
oil and gas reserves is consuming an increasing share of 
scarce resour~ throughout the USSR. In general. 
however, Soviet drilling equipment, characterized by 
poor metallurgy and manufacturing technology, is at a 
disadvanta1e relative to new Western equipment in 
working such deposits. Reservoirs of more than 3,000 
meters are considered too deep for present Soviet 
turbodrills. A sustained embargo could substantially 
slow oil production in the early 1990s. Western blow
out preventers and remote hydraulic controls are 
indispensable for controlling high pressure, corrosive 
gas when exploring and exploiting deep reserves. 
Western drill pipe, collars, and tool joints would be 
lighter and stronger and provide improved efficiency 
in deep drilling operations. These items would effec
tively extend the depth capability of existing rigs by at 
least 25 to 33 percent. Improved Western tungsten
carbide iruert bits with sealed journal bearings would 
provide the Soviets with state-of-the-art cutting and 
bearing technology. The latter features determine 



average bit life and the meters drilled per bit run The 
longer the bit holds up, the fewer bits used per well. 
Changing the bit takes up to 66 D('rcent of all deep 
drilling time. The Soviets change bits twice d:iih at 
3 ,000-meter depths; US midcontinent drillers change 

bits about once a week. 

Drill Pipe and Tool Joints 

7. The Soviet Oil Ministry's plan for a 75-percent 

increase in drilling in 1981-85 will probably rfot be 
met, in part because of the insufficient quality and 

quantity of domestic drill pipe. The Soviets currently 
impart substantial quantities of drill pipe. Countries 
outside NATO and Japan could fulfill only part of the 
need in the short run, but could expand production 

within one to two years. Increased Soviet prod uc tion 
would require larger allocations of crude steel to the 
pipe mills. In such a situation the machine-building 
and metalworking sector would probably be the pri
mary loser (it consumes some 40 percent of steel 

output). 

Drill Bits 

8. The Soviets badly need Western technical help in 
improving operations at a turnkey bit plant purchased 
from Dresser (US). If substantial improvements in the 
plant 's ()perations are not forthcoming, imparts of 
Western bits, which give 10 to 20 times longer bit life 
than normal Soviet bits, will have to be stepped up to 

meet drilling requirements. 

Other Specialized Drilling Equipment 

9. The United States produces a wide assortment of 
drilling tools that perform a variety of tasks such as 

retrieving broken drill pipe. Specialized tools contrib
ute greatly to drilling efficiency when unexpected 
drilling problems arise. Greater use of such tools could 
lead to some increase in Soviet drilling efficiency. 
Much of this equipment requires special steel and 

precise machining and would be easier and probably 
less costly for the Soviets to impart than to manufac-- -ture. Countries such as Austria and ti'inland could 
produce this equipment within one to two years, but it 

is questionable whether such firms would invest the 
effort based solely on the Soviet market. 

Blowout Preventers (BOPs) and Controls 

10 ~lost Soviet wells can be drilled using low
pressure Soviet or Romanian BOPs. The dangers inher
ent in d rill ing for high-pressure or high-sulfur gas, 
however, require the use of high-pressure BOPs with 
automatic controls. Although countries such as Swe
den. Finland, or Mexico could produce this equipment 
in one to two years, an embargo would substantially 
hamper gas condensate development in West Siberia 
(high pressures) and Central Asia (high sulfur content) 
unt il then. 

Production Equipment 

11 . The Soviets need production equipment for 
both old, developed fields and new undeveloped deep 
depasits. In both cases, the availability of the longer 
lived. more reliable Western items would be stronaly 
to their advantage. Oil production is most affected by 
water encroachment at the Volga-Urals, Mannshlak. 
and West Siberian fields. Large quantities of high
volume fluid-lift equipment is critical to maintaining 
oil output levels and improving oil recovery rates. 
New, undeveloped high-pressure, corrosive, and deep 
oil and gas deposits will require equipment made from 
special corrosion-resistant alloyed steel-wellheads, 
trees. casing, tubing valves, and the like. High subsur
face pressures and temperatures cause many Soviet 
items to fail, and development of deep reserves at new 
fields-Tenghiz and Astrakhan-may be deferred or 
delayed if special Western equipment is not available. 

Wellhead Assemblies, Downhole Completion Units, 
Casing, and Tubing 

12. The situation with this type of equipment is 

almost identical to that with the blowout preventers. 
Soviet and East European equipment is adequate for 
most wells, but high-pressure ps production and high
sul£ ur gas production require speciality steels and 
diHerent machining. Countries outside NA TO and 
Japan could begin production of all of these items 
within one year. Soviet production of this equipment 
would require reallocation of scarce specialty steels. 

Offshore/ Arctic Equipment 

13. A major effort to improve offshore oil and gas 
exploration and production capability has been 



Gos-Processing Equipment 

19. Imported gas-processing C'f111ipmcnt is necessary 
for developing the high-sulfur gasfields of Central Asia 
and Astrakhan. High-Q11alitr stC'c ls-an area in which 
the Soviets are deficient-arC' tlic> main prcreQuisite 
for this producing eQuipment Firms in countries such 
as Sweden could ente r the market within one to two 

rears. 

Oil-Refining Equipment 

20. The Soviets intend to expand thei r secondary 
refining capability substantia lly in the 1980s. Installa
tion of additional secondary refining capacity will 

- ~ 

make refinery operations more efficient, and allow the 

Soviets to refine crude oils with higher sulfur content. 

Plans to substitute gas for oil would involve displacing 

heavy fuel oil from present uses and would be ham

pered bra Soviet inability to further refine heavy fuel 
oil. The heavy fuel oil currently comprises a large 

share of refinery output, and we anticipate that the 

export market for this product will continue to be 
unattractive to the Soviets. 

21. While the Soviets are installing secondary refin
ing eQuipment, they would probably like to obtain 
more Western units but may be constrained by hard 
currency shortages. 
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